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LABEL, SUSCEPTIBILITY, RS-471

 Item Description Qty/Roll

 47500 2" x 2" 500

 47507 2" x 2", Re-usable 500

COLOR:  Yellow with black printing

SYMBOL:  RS-471

PACKAGED:  500 per roll, 3" diameter core, Date/Lot Coded for QC Traceability 

Pressure sensitive labels are designed to call immediate attention to items that 
are susceptible to damage from ESD. Permanent and reusable adhesive labels 
are designed for use on packages, containers, and anywhere a permanent or 
removeable and reusable warning is required. Labels are coated with varnish for 
added durability.

PAPER SPECIFICATIONS:
Facestock:  60# SemiGloss Litho
Adhesive:  B-82 - Removeable and               
Reusable
   B-82 - Permanent
Liner:   40# RL

INK & VARNISH SPECIFICATIONS:
Water Resistance: Excellent
Grease Resistance: Excellent
Alcohol Resistance: Excellent

MIL-STD-1686C states “Equipment  containing ESDS parts and assemblies shall be marked 
with the (ESD susceptibility) symbol. The symbol shall be located on the exterior surface of 
the equipment and readily visible to personnel prior to gaining access to ESDS parts and 
assemblies within the equipment. The following ESD caution statement should be paced 
adjacent to the RS-471 symbol:
“CAUTION, CONTAINS PARTS AND ASSEMBLIES SUSCEPTIBLE TO DAMAGE BY 
ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE (ESD).” (Ref. paragraph 5.7.2)

Per EOS/ESD S8. paragraph 3.1 ESD Susceptibility Symbol Application states 1 “The ESD 
susceptibility symbol should be used on assemblies and devices that have a sensitivity to 
ESD events.” and, “The symbol may be incorporated on a sticker used to close or seal ESD 
protective packaging to indicate that materials inside the package are ESD susceptible.

Per ANSI/ESD S20.20 Paragraph 6.2.5.1. ESDS Assemblies and Equipment “ESDS 
assemblies and equipment containing ESDS parts and assemblies should be marked with 
an ESD caution symbol located in a position readily visible when an ESDS assembly is 
incorporated into its next higher assembly.”

Made In America

Specifications and procedures subject to change without notice.

Unless otherwise noted, tolerance is ± 10%
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